Appendix D

“Whatiz Sheet” and Questions
14. Locate Pedestal and Utility Lines  
   3401-3416 and 3418-3420 - Quest FO  
15. Locate MH and collect MH Data  
   No MH - only a Conc Sign base w/no Sign (Pic 4683)  
16. What is the purpose of this post? Locate if its purpose is Utility based.  
   Old sign post w/no sign  
17. What is the surface type in this area? Is there curb and or gutter here? If so then locate.  
   Old broken Asph - No C & G  
18. What is the surface type in this area? Is there curb and or gutter here? If so then locate.  
   Old broken Asph - No C & G  
19. What is the surface type in this area? Is there curb and or gutter here? If so then locate.  
   Old Broken Asph - C & G and Flow line break line located 3421-332/3433-3444  
20. What is the surface type in this area? Is there curb and or gutter here? If so then locate.  
   See #19  
21. Locate where the surface of Hwy 10 changes from Concrete to Asphalt.  
   Edge shot 3445-3451  
22. Locate Sign  
   3452-53 Pnt sign (Pic 4684)  
23. What is happening with the curb and gutter at this location  
   Standard C & G West - 3’ gap - Mountable C & G East  
24. What is the surface type here  
   Asph covered with dirt  
25. Locate Pedestal and Utility Lines  
   AC unit (Elec line comes from Bldg) 3454-3457  
26. More information is needed for this MH. Maybe ask City or Owner  
   Pnt MH - Oil/Water separator - Inaccessible - Neither owner or city have plans - see FB 2 Pg 31 (Pic 4685-88)  
27. More information is needed for this MH. Maybe ask City or Owner  
   See #26  
28. Locate surface edge/curb and gutter on the north side of the frontage road between stations 1780+00 and 1800+00.  
   Asph edge 1780+00-1795+00 †  3465-3497  
   C & G 1795+00 † -1800+00  3498-3553  
29. What is the surface type here  
   Conc w/Asph overlay from Edge shot on #21 to 1850+50 †  
30. Locate Culvert  
   18” CSP Fair 3554-3555  
31. Locate Culvert  
   Private property w/ locked gate - estimate 8” PVC (Pic #4689)  
32. What is this object? Locate if its purpose is Utility based.  
   Private traffic light for a Go Cart track 3556 (Pic 4690-91)